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Abstract

Understanding immunological changes underlying tumors and disease microenvironments

of other disorders, such as SARS-COV-2, has been challenging because it involves measuring

genomic, epigenomic, and molecular changes in a myriad of cells. With the advent of single-

cell technologies, it is now possible to assess transcriptome and chromatin accessibility at the

single-cell resolution. The technology is currently being deployed in cancer and immunological

disorders to study underlying immunological changes. These applications have also exposed

the need for new statistical methods to handle increasing data complexity in single-cell experi-

ments.

One such application is characterizing the transcriptomic profile to identify the differ-

ential cell population abundance between two biological conditions, which is probably the

most fundamental application of the scRNA-Seq analysis. However, the current single-cell

approach performs the analysis at the sample level resulting in insufficient statistical power to

capture differential abundance due to the small sample size in scRNA data. Further, they ignore

scRNA-Seq specific confounding factors such as inefficient genetic material extraction, ampli-

fied sample-specific bias, and differences introduced by various sequencing techniques. Here

we developed an in silico approach (scDiffPop) that performs a robust statistical analysis at

the individual-cell-level to determine biologically meaningful cell type abundance difference.

Comparing to other methods, the commonly adopted DESeq is relatively robust to outliers

and computationally efficient when dealing with large samples. However, its false discovery
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rate(FDR) control, like the other methods, is sensitive to sample size[1]. scDiffPop pools re-

lated cell types based on the hierarchical relationship and performs sample-level DESeq on the

larger meta-groups to gain a stronger statistical power. After validated by several positive and

negative tests, we applied scDiffPop on COVID -19 and immune checkpoint blockade (ICB)

peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) datasets to explore which cell populations are

most responsible to the pathological phenotypes. In the COVID-19 scenario, we identified that

the γδT cell, IgG Plasma Blast, and CD14+ Monocytes are the more crucial immune popu-

lation that majorly respond to the viral infection. While applying scDiffPop to Yuen et al.[2]

dataset composed of 5 responders and 5 non-responders to anti-PD-1 treatment, we find that

CXCR4- NK cells and RUNX3+ NK cells are enriched in the responders, whereas monocyte

populations are more abundant in non-responders.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1.1: SARS-Cov-2 viral infection and innate immunity response flow chart. The SARS-

Cov-2 virus enters the cells through ACE2 and TMPRSS2 and recognized by intracellular and

endocytic receptors which induce production of pro-inflammatory cytokines and anti-viral im-

munity.

Figure 1.2:Single-cell multi-omic analysis reveals from Stephenson et.al. shows the differen-

tial immune cell composition of various severity [3].A:Participants included in the dataset. B:

UMAP vidualization of the 781123 cells after QC with annotation. C: Cell composition bar

plot. Cells from b are separated based on condition and severity. Quasi-likelihood F-test was

performed to compare healthy and COVID-19 patients. Differential abundance is determined

using a 10% FDR and are marked with an asterisk.

Figure 1.3: Cancer escape immune surveillance through multiple pathways [4]. A: NK cells

induce tumor apoptosis by release of cytotoxic granules, binding of TRAIL, TNF and FasL,

and antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity(ADCC). B: Mechanism to evade NK cell killing.

C: Tumor cells developed to defunction NK and cytotoxic T cells. D: Tumor released cytokines

such as TGFβ and IFNγ , downregulate NKG2D and IFNγ in NK cells. They also promotes

conversion of CD4 T cells into regulatory T cells (Treg). E: Tumor cell overexpress MMP and

ADAMS to hide the activating ligands, which cripples the NK cell response and promotes the

conversion of CD4 T cells to Tregs.
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Figure 1.4: scRNA-Seq Experiment and Analysis: A: scRNA-Seq sample preparation flowchart [5].

B: Commonly adopted scRNA-Seq data analysis pipeline [6]

Figure 2.1: A: scDiffPop algorithm starting with the scRNA-Seq of two conditions with anno-

tation. B: applying the scDiffPop on the matched blood/tumor sample of four patients. B is the

pie chart where red denoted the cell portion from the tumor and blue indicated cells from the

blood sample. The star (*) is the significance, one star is one order magnitude (e.g. ** is less

than FDR<=0.01). C: Gene marker plot with marker strength on the x-axis and Wald statistic

on the y-axis.

Figure 2.2: Augur and scDiffPop comparison on the blood/tumor matched sample. To compare

the AUC with FDR, we take the negative log 10 on FDR (e.g. -log10FDR =1, FDR= 0.1). The

green bar is the significance obtained from the original dataset, and the blue bar is the statistics

obtained on a randomly labeled dataset as a negative test. A is Augur performance and the

closer to 1 the more significant. B is scDiffPop significance: ones above the red dotted line

(FDR<0.1) are considered differential abundant cell-types.

Figure 2.3: Apply scDiffPop on the MOCA[7] dataset. From the enriched cell types of both

early and late stage, we can see the process of CNS development, hematopoesis and organo-

genesis.

Figure 2.4: Applying scDiffPop to immune checkpoint blockade data from Yuen et. al.[2].

Consisting of 26609 cells from 10 patients treated with α-PD-1 immunotherapy, the dataset

has half responder and half non-responders. The dataset is properly annotated. A. UMAP plots

of the responder and non-responder with seven cell-types annotated. B. The gradience tree gen-

erated from scDiffPop summarized the relationship between cell types and how enriched each

subpopulation is between two conditions. The red represents enrichment in responder, and the

green represents enrichment in non-responder, and the color gradience shows the significance.
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Figure 2.5: A: scDiffPop generated gradient tree represents the differences in PBMCs between

healthy controls and patients hospitalized with COVID-19 from Wilk et al.[8]. A. The cluster

tree inferred by scDiffPop could capture the between cell type relationship, and its prediction

can be confirmed by other studies. B: γδ T cells (below node 14) are significantly enriched

in healthy controls. After a literature search, it was analyzing γδ T cell subtypes by Plotting

the expression of TRGV9. TRGV9 is a biomarker of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells which were predicted to

serve a protective role against the virus causing the 2003 SARS epidemic[9].

Figure 2.6: The cluster tree generated by scDiffPop to quantify differences in cell populations

between mouse embryos at early and late developmental stages. The red represents enrichment

in the early stage, and the green represents enrichment in the late stage.

Supplementary Figure 3.1: Customized immune cell hierarchical tree.

Supplementary Figure 3.2: MOCA comparison test between scDiffPop and Augur
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Figure 1: Gene marker for dot plot of differential immune cells.
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Chapter 1

Background

1.1 COVID-19 Overview

Since the end of 2019, the highly transmissible coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) caused

by the SARS-COV-2 virus has infected more than 120-million people and caused 2.6 mil-

lion deaths from all around the world[3]. This disease can be spread by asymptomatic, pre-

symptomatic, and symptomatic carriers through airborne respiratory droplets and direct/indirect

contact. The SARS-COV-2 virus can induce acute respiratory immune reactions which causes

mild symptoms such as cough, fever and shortness of breath. It can also induce severe lung

damage and even death. Depends on race, gender and age, patients response drastically differ-

ently to the SARS-COV-2 infection. For example, the elderly population would be more likely

to develop severe symptoms and has a higher hospitalized and ventilated proportion[10]. It is

shown that 80% of the death of COVID-19 is from the population of age 65 or older in the US.

On the other hand, infected children show much milder symptoms that are more constrained to

the upper respiratory tract and rarely exacerbate to the step of hospitalization. Even for the chil-

dren admitted to the hospital, a small portion (< 7%) of them would require invasive treatment
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1.1. COVID-19 OVERVIEW Qian

and mechanical ventilation[11].

Benefit from its efficient entry mechanism, SARS-COV-2 virus could spread rapidly and

develop severe symptoms in infected people. When SARS-COV-2 virus infects a cell based on

the ACE2 binding and TMPRSS2 cleavage of surface-anchored spike protein, the fusion pep-

tide of spike inserts itself into host cell membrane allowing fusion of the virus envelope with

host cell plasma membrane and the release of the N protein coated plus strand viral RNA into

the cytosol[12]. Upon infection, the virus would be recognized by pattern recognition recep-

tors(PRRs) such as Toll-like receptors (TLR), RIG-I and MDA5[13], which induce production

of anti-viral cytokines. For example, recognition by TLR3 induces activates NLRP3 inflam-

masome and leads to caspase-1-dependent cleavage and pro-inflammatory interleukin-1β and

IL-18 production, which tiggers Gasdermin D-mediated death of infected cells (Figure 1.1).

Although many COVID-19 cases showing mild symptoms, some patients experience sever

tissue damage and even death. Given the varied severity in response to SARS-COV-2 infec-

tion, understanding the disease mechanisms and how it associates with the demographic factors

became critical in systematically studying COVID-19 and alleviating the pandemic. Multi-

ple papers report that the dysregulated immune-response is responsible for the sever symp-

toms [14][15][16][17][18][19]. One of the feature of COVID-19 is the delayed type I IFN

response as shown in Figure 1.1. Type I INF response is very important in control viral-

infection. By comparing the 659 COVID-19 patient with severe pneumonia and 534 healthy

donors, Zhang.et.al found that inborn errors involving in the TLR3 and IRF7 induced type I

IFN immunity contributes to life-threatening symptoms[18]. It is also shown by Casanova’s

lab that, within a dataset of 987 COVID patients showing severe symptom, 10.2% of them

have pre-existing auto-reactive antibodies(auto-Ab) against type I IFNs before COVID-19 in-

fection[20].This auto-Ab are common in people with autoimmune polyendocrinopathy syn-
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Figure 1.1: SARS-Cov-2 viral infection and innate immunity response flow chart.A:The

SARS-Cov-2 virus enters the cells through ACE2 bindig and TMPRSS2 spike cleavage.Its

recognition by PRRs activates NLRP3 inflammasomes. B: Anti-viral innate immunity produc-

tion of pro-inflammatory cytokines. C: SARS-COV-2 infection shows delayed type I interferon

response. [13]

drome type I (APS-1)[21] and lupus[22]. Moreover, its level is more pronounced in male

than female [20](Figure 1.2). Thus, these studies not only suggest that type I IFN plays a

crucial protective role against COVID-19, but also indicate its response could potentially ex-

plain how demographic difference and clinical history correlate with COVID-19 severity. The

delayed and impaired type I IFN response spares time for viral replication and more tissue

damage that triggers more exuberant immune response. As the immune system struggling to

suppress the disease progression, escalated cytokines and chemokines are release, which at-

tracts more pro-inflammatory cells to travel and to home at the lung that further exacerbate the
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immunopathology leading to tissue damage and death. During the hyper-inflammatory situ-

ation, various immune cell types, including B cells, T cells, monocytes etc, contribute to the

pro-inflammatory cytokines production[23]. Patients developing different severity have dis-

tinct immune cell composition in their peripheral blood[24]. Thus, in addition to the study

of IFN response (which explains only about 10% of the severe case), more investigations had

shifted their focus to decipher other pathways and to find which cell types are responsible for

the unleashed immune response to COVID-19.

Figure 1.2: Single-cell multi-omic analysis reveals from Stephenson et.al. shows the differen-

tial immune cell composition of various severity [3].A:Participants included in the dataset. B:

UMAP vidualization of the 781123 cells after QC with annotation. C: Cell composition bar

plot. Cells from b are separated based on condition and severity. Quasi-likelihood F-test was

performed to compare healthy and COVID-19 patients. Differential abundance is determined

using a 10% FDR and are marked with an asterisk.

Immunological research on the single cell data of COVID-19 patients reports multiple im-
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mune alterations that are predictive to disease severeness. For example, the impaired Type I

and Type III IFN response, the innate immune cell dysregulation, exhaustion of infiltrated T

and NK cells, and the excessively infiltrated neutrophils in the infected lung area are positively

correlated with disease exacerbation[25]. As shown in Figure 1.2, Stephenson et.al conducted

single cell experiments on 781,123 cells collected from healthy donors and COVID patients

with different severity. Their analysis suggested that people experiencing wide range of clinical

manifestation have different immune composition in their peripheral blood mononuclear cells

(PBMCs) samples[3]. Both Figure 1.2 and other studies[26][27][28][29] report that persistent

lymphopenia is common in COVID-19 patient. The lymphopenia could potentially affects T

cell, B cell and NK cell lineages, but it shows greatest impact on T cell abundance. Some people

hypothesised that the decreased lymphocytes at peripheral system reflects the immune cell re-

cruitment to the infected respiratory track. From the bronchoalveolar fluid single-cell RNA se-

quencing data, however, no excessive lymphocytic infiltration is observed[30]. The researchers

noticed that not only a lower counts of CD4+ and CD8+ T cell are observed in COVID-19

patients, but the infiltrated T cells also express an increased level of inhibitory receptors, which

indicates functional exhaustion[31]. T cells show distinct reactivity among individuals, where

some imply a reduced cytokine production [32], and others suggest an overaggressive T cell re-

sponse[33]. Observed in many other immune cell-types, the distinct response can be attribute to

both inter-individual difference and various disease severity. Thus, to systematically study the

immunopathological mechanism, we would need a statistically robust method to to efficiently

integrate large datasets and to extract biological meaningful information from the confounding

patient-specificity.
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1.2 Cancer Immunology

1.2.1 Tumor Development and Immune Surveillance Evasion

Figure 1.3: Cancer escape immune surveillance through multiple pathways [4]. A: NK

cells induce tumor apoptosis by release of cytotoxic granules, binding of TRAIL, TNF and

FasL, and antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity(ADCC). B: Mechanism to evade NK cell

killing. C: Tumor cells developed to defunction NK and cytotoxic T cells. D: Tumor released

cytokines such as TGFβ and IFNγ , downregulate NKG2D and IFNγ in NK cells. They also

promotes conversion of CD4 T cells into regulatory T cells (Treg). E: Tumor cell overexpress

MMP and ADAMS to hide the activating ligands, which cripples the NK cell response and

promotes the conversion of CD4 T cells to Tregs.

Immune system dysfunction, including both overreacting and incapability of controlling

and identifying invasion, could lead to a deadly consequence. A good example of immune

surveillance failure would be the development of cancer. Since 2018, cancer has become the
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second leading cause of death in the United States[34]. In the past decades, a great amount of

effort has been invested in the field of cancer immunology to understand how tumor cells escape

from immune surveillance. During the immune cell development, it goes through the process

of identifying foreign from self so that it would not kill functional self-cells. Although tumor

cells origins from a normal somatic cell, because of the genetic instability, they accumulate a

large number of mutations and, therefore, express proteins absent in normal cells (neoantigens)

that can be recognized by our immune systems. However, as more genes mutated, tumor cells

evolve and acquire abilities to proliferate out of control, to induce angiogenesis, to metastasis

through lymphatic and blood vessels, and to escape from immune surveillance. Many studies

indicate the dysfunction of the immune system, such as T cell anergy, overly activated Treg,

and defects in antigen presentation contribute to the immune surveillance evasion of cancer.

There are broadly three strategies that tumor cells adopted to escape immunity: avoid

recognition, release/express inhibitory molecules, and activate suppressive immune popula-

tions. MHC class I expressed on the surface of every cell except for red blood cells is majorly

responsible for presenting processed cellular protein to T cells for activation. Some tumor cells

are able to downregulate or abolish MHC-related gene transcription. The loss of MHC not only

limits the immune recognition of cancer cells but also impairs the anti-tumor T cell activation.

However, the absence of MHC could be recognized by NK cells and trigger cytotoxic gran-

ule release. Oftentimes, instead of downregulating MHC, tumor cells would present selective

loss of MHC haplotypes to reduce antigen-presentation. Some tumors evolved to upregulate

the non-classical HLA-G that would compromise both NK and T cell response. In addition,

to constrain self-presentation, tumor cells could send paracrine signaling to cripple the ability

of antigen antigen presenting cells (APCs). Expressing both MHC class I and MHC class II

receptors, these cells are specialized in presenting antigens to activate both CD8 and CD4 T
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cells. Thus, the tumor cells could achieve less exposure to the immune system by violating the

priming and maturation process of the APCs. For example, tumor cells could induce expression

of immunosuppressive cytokines such as IL-10 and TGFβ to inhibit dendritic cell maturation

and T cell cytotoxic function[35]. apoptosis[36].

T cells are the key mediator of anti-tumor immunity that can specifically target tumor cells

expressing neoantigens. However, their function are compromised by tumor microenvironment

which could suppress their reactivity and make them dysfunctional. As mentioned before, tu-

mor could interfere DC maturation and inefficient antigen presentation, which lead to T cell

anergy[37]. In addition, tumor released inhibitory molecules could also directly act on effector

cells to induce T cell anergy and neutralize the Fas-ligands [36]. T cell anergy is also known

as T-cell-induced tolerance that is caused by a constant lack of co-stimulatory molecules. An-

ergic T cell could identify the antigen from tumor cells but could not respond to induce ac-

tivation and produce cytokines even when both the antigen and co-stimulatory molecules are

presented. Except for anergy, tumor could also induce T cell exhaustion. Once T cell receptor

(TCR) binds to high-affinity antigens, it triggers downstream cell-intrinsic pathways that ac-

tivates naive T cells and guides differentiation into cytotoxic effector T cells. The effector T

cells undergo expansion and acquire the ability to produce cytokines and to release granules

containing granzyme and perforin that could lyse targeting cells. Following the proliferation

peak, 90-95% of the effector cells die from apoptosis [38], and the survived T cells become

memory T cells providing long-term protection [39]. To transform from effector to memory

phase, an environment without antigen stimulation and persist inflammation is needed. How-

ever, chronic infection and cancer violate the requirement. Since tumor antigens are derived

from self-proteins, they are less immunogenic. The tumor-specific T cells have TCR-antigen

binding affinity, because the ones with high avidity are negative selected during development.

8
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Moreover, antigen presentation is commonly crippled in tumor, which lead to insufficient T cell

priming. Regulated by the immuno-suppressing tumor micro-environment, these T cell,that are

chronically exposed to antigens and high-level of cytokines, become exhausted. Exhausted T

cells express particular high level of inhibitory receptors such as PD-1, LAG-3, TIM-3, CTLA-

4, BTLA, and TIGIT[40][41][42][43][44][45]. They lost the ability to produce cytokines (IL-2,

IFNγ , TNFα), to generate granzyme B, and to induce cell-mediate apoptosis [46]. Although

the exhausted T cells have undermined ability in controlling tumor progression, they are still

functional and can be reinvigorated by blocking the inhibitory pathways.

Tumor immune tolerance can be induced by T cell depletion caused by regulatory T

cells (Tregs)[47]. Characterized by the expression of FOXP3, Tregs are a specialized sub-

population of CD4+ T cells, that can suppress immune response to maintain homeostasis and

self-tolerance. There are two types of Tregs the tymus developed natural Tregs (nTreg) and

the peripheral raised induced Tregs (iTreg). In addition to their protective role from auto-

reactivity, Tregs could promote tumor progression by contributing to the immune suppressing

tumor microenvironment. Various types of tumor acquire the ability to accumulate Treg by se-

lectively recruiting Tregs, promoting Treg proliferation and converting infiltrated conventional

CD4+ T cells in to Tregs. Tumor microenvironment is often hypoxia which induce expression

of chemokine ligand CCL28 and recruit CCR10+ Tregs[48]. Except for CCL28, Tregs could

also be recruited through other signaling pathways such as the CCL8/CCL5 axis [49]and the

CCR5-dependent manner [50]. Moreover, tumor developed the ability to transform the infil-

trated lymphocytes to tumor-specific Treg. Conversion of conventional CD4+ T cells to Tregs

are primary reported in blood cancer induced by malignant cells and associated altered immune

cells [51][52][53]. A more recent study claims that some tumor-associated Tregs in ovarian

and colorectal cancer-bearing mouse are converted from IL-17A+FOXP- cells [54]. Tumor
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microenvironment promotes Tregs activation and expansion, which further emphasizes its en-

richment. For example, Treg cells adopt a combination of glycolytic and oxidative metabolism,

which allows it to proliferate in the resources-scarce tumor environment [55]. Tregs function

to establish the immunosuppressive environment through multiple mechanisms. For example,

they release large amount to inhibitory cytokines such as IL-10, TGFβ , IL-35 and VEGF, which

could inhibit effector T cell activity and DC differentiation [56][57][58]. It could also directly

kill tumor-specific T cells and antigen-presenting DCs through Treg-induced apoptosis.

1.2.2 Cancer Immunotherapy

Immunotherapy has become an indispensable pillar in cancer treatment. The current approaches

for cancer immunotherapy emphasized on advancing cytotoxic T cell response and convert-

ing the suppressive environment to an immune-hot niche. Upon activation, the checkpoint

molecules are over-expressed in effector T cells to control for hyper-activation. Tumor cell

hijacks this machinery to disable the anti-tumor response. Thus, the first antibody-based at-

tempt, the immune-checkpoint blockade (ICB), functions by using monoclonal antibodies to

block checkpoint molecules and ligands[59]. However, only 20% of patients would respond to

immunotherapy across different cancer types[60].

To circumvent the limitation, immunotherapies aiming at other cell populations should be

taken into consideration. Recent studies indicate that the presence of Tertiary lymphoid struc-

ture (TLS) found in tumor tissue is associated with a favorable prognosis and more effective

local antitumor immune response in many cancer types[61]. To improve efficacy and to better

predict and monitor patients’ responses, efforts in studying mechanisms of how the check-point

blockade functions to reinvigorate anti-tumor response and which populations are mainly af-

fected become saliently important[62]. Resembling the structure of a germinal center, TLS is
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densely populated by abundant B cells, T cells, and DCs. One study on patients with metastatic

melanoma shows that the ICB reactivated T cell could provide long-term protection and pro-

longed survival. This study suggests that the durable response is associated with CD8+ T and

CD20 + B cell co-occurrence in the TLS, and B-cell-rich tumors also have a higher level of

naïve and memory T cell infiltration[63]. Not only does the TLS facilitate CCR7+ T cell and

CXCR5+ B cell infiltrating to tumor site through HEV, but it also protects the immune cells

from the immunosuppressive tumor microenvironment. This configuration also provides struc-

tural support for efficient DC antigen presentation and concentrated T-B crosstalk and mutual

activation[64]. Thus, the presence of TSL at the tumor site suggests a more responsive and

potent anti-tumor immunity that could stay reactive for long-term metastasis and correlate with

an optimistic prognosis and better response to immunotherapy.

Dendritic cells are essential for T cell activation and, thus, are expected to play a defining

role in response to ICB. Peng et al. show that the expression of PD-L1 on DC compromises

T cell response[59]. Mediated by type II interferon, the PD-L1 expression upregulation in

DCs upon antigen uptake is meant to protect them from cytotoxic T cell killing yet dampen

antitumor T cell activation. To identify if the anti-PD-L1 inhibitor functions through enhanc-

ing T cell priming at secondary lymphoid structures or through reactivating the exhausted T

cell population at the tumor site, the author applied FTY720 treatment to prevent lymphocyte

egression so that on T cell is found in the peripheral system. No significant difference was

observed when PD-L1 blockade therapy was conducted on FTY720 applied situation, whereas

a significant elevation of IFNγ+ CD8+ T cell frequency was found at the tumor site. They also

showed that DCs are dispensable for tumor-infiltrating T cell reactivation. Taken together, the

PD-L1 blockade therapy works by blocking the PD-L1 on DC to grant potency for priming and

invigorating exhausted cytotoxic T cells.
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Rare T cell populations such as MAIT T and γδ T did not get enough attention until

a recent study revealing the tumor-specific cytotoxicity of Vγ9Vδ2 T. For therapeutic use,

Vγ9Vδ2 T cell is expanded and activated ex vivo and adoptively transferred back. Although the

method shows low toxicity, it also could only convey moderate result[65]. With knowing that

γδ T upregulate PD-1 expression 2 to 4 days after recognition, Hoeres et al. show that although

PD-1 blockade did not promote cell lysis of the activated and expanded γδ T, it induces elevated

expression of IFN-γ , which is an essential pro-inflammatory and anti-tumor cytokines.

The importance of B cells and DCs in immunotherapeutic response sheds light on predict-

ing patient response based on multiple immune cells- types other than cytotoxic T cell. Immune

cells present in the tumor microenvironment and contribute to the immunosuppressive milieu

might also be essential for dictating response. Moreover, the rare T cell populations such as

MAIT T cell, NKT cells, and γδ T cell would be particularly attractive targets since they share

similarities with majority αβ T cells but also shows innate immune properties. To understand

which immune components regulate immunotherapeutic response, recent studies obtained ge-

nomic sequencing data from combinatory-immunotherapy trials to analyze the differences of

the immune cell populations between responders and non-responders.

Tumor immune surveillance evasion is really complicate involving various cellular and

molecular pathways. Although origins from different antigen class and pathological pathways,

both COVID-19 and cancer can be concluded as immune dysfunction. To effectively protect

us, the innate and adaptive immunity need to cooperate in a well-regulated manner. The del-

icate balance is so important to many pathological processes that intensive research has been

focused on delineating its comprehensive interaction. Given the complex system, ICB clinical

trail datasets are typically small and confounded by many factors such as treatments, patients

status and tumor locations. Because of these confounding factors, development of robust an-
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alytical methods are essential for identifying the real biologically meaningful from the noisy

background.

1.3 Sequencing techniques

Since RNA-seq was developed, it has reshaped our understanding of almost all aspects of biol-

ogy research and became an indispensable tool to obtain genomic information. The wild accep-

tance of RNA-seq promotes the differential gene expression (DGE) analysis between different

biological conditions for a molecular-level understanding of the drug-resistance mechanism,

the pathology pathways, and the difference between responder and non-responder. The RNA-

Seq library preparation can be concluded into three steps: mRNA-extractoin, reverse tran-

scription,and amplification [66]. The first step is RNA extraction and purification by poly(A)

capturing to distinguish messenger RNA (mRNA) from the majority of transfer RNA (tRNA)

and ribosomal RNA (rRNA). The obtained mRNAs are then processed by chemical or en-

zyme for truncation so that the RNA molecule segments would be optimal for sequencing. The

RNA fragments are reverse transcribed to cDNAs that would b further modified by ligating

adaptor sequence to both ends. Lastly, the cDNA flanked by the adaptor sequence is ampli-

fied through polymerase chain reaction with the adaptor sequence as a primer. Driven by the

technological improvement, the sequencing technique could generate higher throughput at a

lower expense and less starting RNA sample. Moreover, the increasing demand for accuracy in

deeper sequencing stimulates the development of long-read RNA-Seq. The enormous amount

of genomic information requires higher computational power and more efficient models for

analysis.

Although the optimal composition of tools depends on specific biological hypotheses and

computational resource availability, the analysis often follows the same pipeline comprising
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four steps: the raw sequence alignment, the quantification of read counts, counts matrix nor-

malization and scaling, and the differentially expressed gene analysis[67]. As more statistical

and computational tools are developed, the RNA-Seq can be accommodated to multiple fields

for application. For example, the gene expression profile can be used for cancer classifica-

tion by detecting aberrant transcription. Comparing with the microarray technique, RNA-Seq

could provide genomic information with higher resolution. The RNA-seq could not only de-

tect the genomic mutation within the exon region but also quantify the expression level and

shed light on genomic alteration on a whole-genome sequence level. From the RNA-seq data,

one could easily identify the differentially expressed genes and gene isoforms that could guide

experiments on molecular mechanism exploration. RNA-Seq enables mutation and germline

variation detection that facilitates the allele-specific variants expression analysis for pathol-

ogy mechanism study. The sequencing technique could also be applied on samples beyond

mRNA, including long non-coding RNA (lncRNA), microRNA (miRNA), PIWI-interacting

RNA (piRNA), etc. Conveying an important regulatory role in multiple disease-related gene

transcription, the miRNA, for example, could be better characterize from the sequencing tech-

nique for clinical use.

RNA-seq also supports pathogen analysis. Given that RNA functions as important genetic

material for the virus, the RNA-seq data could directly detect the viral identity and its related

species from the genomic sequence. Although bacterium has DNA as their genetic material,

they could release exogenous RNA. Studies indicate that RNA derived from gut microbiota

is associate with gastrointestinal-track immune tolerance by affecting protein-protein interac-

tion and regulating gene transcription[68]. RNA-seq technique powers the establishment of

a comprehensive exogenous RNA reference database, which could guide future research on

host-pathogen tolerance, food-sensitivity, and clinical infection[69]. Overall, RNA-seq based
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technologies revolutionized molecular biology and enabled efficient explorations on previously

inaccessible fields for scientific research, clinical diagnosis and prognosis application, and drug

development purpose.

1.4 Single Cell RNA-Sequencing(scRNA-Seq)

Figure 1.4: scRNA-Seq Experiment and Analysis: A: scRNA-Seq sample preparation

flowchart [5]. B: Commonly adopted scRNA-Seq data analysis pipeline [6]

1.4.1 Power of Single Cell RNA-Seq Analysis

The development of the next-generation sequencing (NGS) fosters biologists to delineate the

genomic, transcriptomic, and epigenomic landscape of their research interest, and the single-

cell technique advances this understanding to a much higher resolution. Since the single-cell se-

quencing technique for DNA and RNA was recognized as the Method of the Year of 2013[70],

it had been widely adopted by biological investigation in diverse fields. Providing the cell-level
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resolution expression profile of transcriptome-wide genes, this technique enables cell-cell dis-

tance calculation that facilitates cell-type clustering and between clusters relationship establish-

ment. More importantly, the detailed genomic data allows mapping of differential expression

between conditions to specific cell populations, so that one can distinguish the cell type con-

tributing most to a specific phenotype, study the interaction between populations, and identify

the expression change along with cell differentiation and evolutionary states. Encouraged by

the indisputable power of single-cell sequencing, a huge amount of effort had been invested

in optimizing this technology, minimizing its cost, and standardizing the analysis pipeline, so

that this tool would be more accessible and the precious data could be shared and tested by

the scientific community. Along with the rapid development of this technology, sequencing

hundreds of thousands of cells has been a routine and necessary practice for publication. To

integrate these accumulating rich resources, many institutes have established purpose-oriented

databases comprised of enormous datasets that have been filtered for quality and organized

based on research focus, cell types, and organism. The grant quantity of data and its rising ne-

cessity for research emphasize the requirement for more efficient computational and statistical

tools for exploring real biological relevant findings from technological and experimental noise

that came from the amplification process of the limited amount of genomic material available

from each cell.

1.4.2 scRNA-Seq Experimental Challenges and Data Analysis

Stimulated by the widespread of single-cell RNA Sequencing (scRNA-Seq), various experi-

mental protocols and computational pipelines had been developed to serve different purposes

such as cell clustering, differential gene expression analysis, chronological and evolutionary

trajectory delineation, etc. However, despite how powerful scRNA-seq, there are some inher-
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ent cofounding factors associate with sample preparation, sequencing, and alignment process.

Because of the limited amount of mRNA present in a single cell, series of modification and

amplification is needed for library preparation to recover most of the gene expression profile.

Although paired-end reverse transcription with unique molecular identifiers (UMIs) to ensure

cell specificity ameliorates strand-specificity and PCR bias, only 10 -20% of the transcripts

can be captured by the poly(dT) primer after cell lysis[71]. With knowing all the technical

limitations, one way to minimize the noise is sequencing on a deeper level for a more accurate

estimation of the transcriptional state. Once the scRNA-seq data is obtained, meticulous qual-

ity control for both the reads and sequence-alignment should be performed. After the data is

pre-processed and aligned, a common practice is to generate an expression matrix with rows of

genes and columns of cells. This matrix is required for sharing on public databases and used

as input for future analysis. In spite of the previous careful practice, there are still many biases

that could deviate true biological difference, for example, the batch effect, sequence-depth, and

library size, which I am going to elaborate later in this chapter. Thus, normalization is neces-

sary. Once obtained the normalized expression matrix, we can finally implement experiments

to solve biological questions and feel comfortable trusting the results. A starting point of inves-

tigating the expression profile is to cluster the cells and based on the well-studied marker genes

and additional antibody staining from other experiments such as flow cytometry to annotate

cell types of interest. Taking the annotated clusters, one can also calculate the distance between

cell populations to build a hierarchical tree which could help predict the evolutionary relation-

ship and provide insight on cell differentiation. Differentially expressed gene analysis between

two biological conditions could be performed on the annotated expression matrix. After ac-

quired the differentially expressed gene list, we could map the genes back to the cell-type level

based on abundance so that we could find the cell populations that contribute to either one of
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the biological phenotypes. Combining the cell-type level significance with known-knowledge

of the between cell interaction and cell-type-specific function offers intuitive guidance for ex-

perimental design on a cell level. However, it is extremely challenging to extract biologically

meaningful information from the scRNA-Seq data, especially on the cell-subtype level because

of the chaotic sample-specific factors, the limited number of biological replicates, and the small

cluster for some cell types.

Many published single-cell RNA-Seq experiments lack replicates even in the high impact

journals. Unlike the bulk RNA-Seq that more replicates compensate for shallower sequencing

and promote the statistical power and accuracy for differential expression analysis35, scRNA-

Seq experiments are not divisible due to the extremely laborsome and expensive sample prepa-

ration step. Not to mention the batch variation is confounded with variation between samples

since every batch is just one sample, and there is no real replicate in scRNA experiments.

However, given the unavoidable technical variations introduced along the sample preparation

process, it is hard to extract the biological difference. To handle this problem, many integrating

methods are developed to combine datasets with a similar setting to expand the number of cells

in each condition by adjusting the gene count matrix from different experiments to mitigate the

batch effect. This practice is very common in recent publications, especially for those using

human samples. Because of the scarcity and ethical reasons, scRNA-Seq data of the human

sample contains much more confounding factors than data generated from the mouse experi-

ment. In addition to batch effect and technical variations, patient factors such as age, sex, life

habit as well as disease progression in human scRNA data required much more careful nor-

malization and adjustment. One of the integrating methods proposed by Stuart et al. applies

multivariate methods to identify conservative gene patterns across datasets to anchor cells in

a lower dimension to adjust the expression accordingly[72]. However, this method focuses
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on integration between relatively large datasets, which is not efficient in providing correction

for sample-specific bias within the dataset. Thus, instead of modifying the expression ma-

trix before differential expression analysis, for a small dataset, one could also manipulate the

significance calculation while conducting the differential expression analysis to mitigate the

sample-specific difference.

Accurate cell-type annotation is crucial for downstream differential expression analysis.

Several publicly available scRNA-Seq data annotation methods are developed based on ref-

erence gene expression profiles. For example, SingleR[73] utilizes the bulk transcriptomes

pure sample to improve scRNA-seq clusters annotation. Unlike SingleR, scMatch[73] does not

require a pre-defined cluster for annotation. It annotates the scRNA data by matching each

sample to the closest cell type in a large reference dataset. Another annotation tool named

Garnet[74] can rapidly annotate cell types based on the hierarchical markup language of cell-

type-specific genes. Garnet takes advantage of the well-studied gene expression profiles for

different cell-types to generate the markup language and maps to scRNA-Seq data to identify

the cells that express definitive gene markers for each of the cell types. Then Garnett uses

these anchors to train a classifier to annotate the other cells based on similarity. Although these

methods are computationally efficient and have been proven relatively accurate, they require

a well-annotated dataset which is not available for some biological conditions such as tumor

microenvironment.

1.4.3 Published Cell-type Abundance Analytical Tools

Visual Examination on Reduced Dimension

With a comprehensive understanding of the challenges involved in identifying the abundant

differential cell-type, we can proceed to the recently published methods regarding this topic.
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Without any complicated statistical test, the most intuitive way of identifying cell abundance

difference is to look at the plot of the cell on a reduced dimension. Uniform Manifold Ap-

proximation and Project (UMAP)[75] and t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-

SNE)[76] are the two most popular dimension reduction embedding for a two-dimensions visu-

alization. The cell population differential abundance between two biological conditions could

be found by visual examination of the low dimension plot. This method is inherited from the

inspection of the old-school cell-marker gated flow-cytometry plot, where only limited mark-

ers are stained with antibodies for the cell to be identified. Although it is obvious that visual

inspection could not put the full power of RNA-Seq data into use, this method is still adopted

in recent publications. For example, in the paper from Chua et al.[77] and the paper from

Liao et al.[30] published in 2020, they claim that some cell-types show a higher proportion in

one condition based on the UMAP observation and the violin plots of the associated signature

genes. Oftentimes, scientists would also perform cell-fraction statistical analysis to verify the

conclusion from visualization by performing a simple student t-test, Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney

test, and Chi-squared test. However, the analysis on cell-level is affected by the dimension

reduction process and visualization limitation, which fails to capture the gene features stored in

multidimensional space. Thus, here I am going to introduce you to two methods that perform

analysis on the original high-dimension matrix to predict the majorly differential abundance

cell type between biological phenotypes.

Augur: Trained Random Forest Classifier

Augur (Skinnider et al.)[78] is a machine learning method that trains a random forest classifier

to classify the cells into either one of the two conditions. For each of the cell-types, the clas-

sifier is trained the gene profile and associated true label from a subset of cells. The classifier
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is later used to generate predictions on a test dataset. The test statistic of cross-validated Au-

gur is the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (cvAUC). AUC score equals

the accumulated probability of the fraction of the true positive rate (TPR) over the false pos-

itive rate (FPR) over a range of classification thresholds. It is commonly used to access the

performance of a binary classifier. Combining with cross-validation, the cvAUC would also

allow evaluation of the classifier’s generalizability to a new dataset. The authors believe that

the more responsive the cell-type to a perturbation of biological condition, the more separable

it should be comparing to the unaffected ones. Since classifier performance heavily depends on

the training sample size, the predicted AUC is positively correlated with the number of cells in

the sample. However, because of the previously mentioned technical difficulty and the fact of

uneven presence of different cell types, this dependency accounts for inaccurate identification

of the differentially abundant cell-type. Augur solves this problem by picking a smaller dataset

from the sample for cross-validation and report average cvAUC for further analysis. In this

case, when they applied Augur to their simulated data, it can correctly predict the differential

abundant cell types.

They further compare Augur with the methods using differential gene expression signifi-

cance cutoff to identify the cell-type contributing to a specific biological condition. They men-

tion that the differential gene counts highly depend on the sample size of the cell-type, which

makes cell-type with larger sample size but the smaller transcriptomic difference to be recog-

nized while the rare but significantly differential population being overlooked. Augur could

avoid the gene counts different due to sampling size and generate predictions that could best

capture the real transcriptional perturbations between conditions. To achieve a more compu-

tationally efficient training, Augur implemented feature filtering steps during which two steps

are performed: 1) the genes with small inter-cell-type variation are eliminated, and 2) during
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each training iteration, randomly selected genes are dropped to improve memory and compu-

tational efficiency. The second idea is similar to cross-validation in that only a portion of the

data is used for training to avoid overfitting. These feature selection steps allow Augur to adapt

to perform analysis on larger datasets with thousands of hundreds and even millions of cells.

Because of its inherited machine learning property and the careful controlling on overfitting,

Augur could generate robust results regardless of the sequencing depth.

Despite all the advantages it gains from machine learning, Augur also suffers from the

classifier training process. Although it would not be affected by the sample size difference

between cell-types, it requires that each sub-population contains a decent number of cells for

efficient training. Even though the scRNA-seq normally contains a sample of thousands of

cells, after clustering and annotation, the cells belong to each of the cell-type clusters would be

limited. The small sample size could lead to two major problems that could impair the statisti-

cal power and compromise prediction accuracy. First of all, because there are too few training

cases, the model would not only generate inaccurate predictions but also become really unsta-

ble. A small training set made it hard to capture the general feature of the data. Instead, the

model would be overfitting to the training data points, which leads to low generalizability. On

the other hand, a small dataset also indicates fewer test cases. The test result would be highly

perturbated by unrepresentative outliers, and the test variance is going to be huge. Moreover,

the test statistics (such as sensitivity, specificity, positive/ negative predictive value, etc.) are

important in demonstrating the model performance. Almost all of these scores are calculated

from fractions with the number of the test sample at the denominator. The test sample size is

essential in controlling the randomness of observed model performance. Although one might

observe an acceptable performance from a model trained on a small dataset, the learning curve

is actually concealed by the random testing uncertainty[79]. Thus, regardless of how compu-
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tational efficient and how well it controls for the other factors, Augur fails to perform analysis

on subpopulations with small sample size.

DA-Seq: Separability of Cells based on the Projected Coordinates in Cell Enrichment

Space

DA-Seq (Zhao et al.) is another approach to detect the differential abundant cell popula-

tion[80]. Unlike Augur, which requires predefined cell annotation and clusters, DA-Seq is

not constrained by the predefined sub-groups but performs analysis on a single-cell level so

that the identified differential abundant subpopulation could contain cells distributing across

various pre-defined clusters. DA-Seq computes a differential abundance enrichment score for

each of the cells on a multiscale level. These scores are calculated based on the relative enrich-

ment of the k-nearest neighbors obtained from the transcriptional space between two biological

conditions. The prevalence score of each cell is obtained from a range of k so that a sequence of

statistics (multiscale measure) is obtained based on different neighborhood sizes. These mul-

tiscale measures are considered as a projection from gene-expression space to a newly defined

relative-distance space with a lower dimension. Cells from the same differential abundance

subgroup contributing to one of the biological conditions are expected to cluster closely in this

distance space.

After acquired the projected coordinates, a logistical regression classifier is applied to

cells in the new space. Similar to Augur, when training the logistic regression classifier, cross-

validation is implemented to ensure generalizability. Moreover, ridge regularization is applied

for more stable model performance. The predicted probability of each cell from logistic re-

gression is collected and used for unsupervised clustering. The cluster obtains from the predic-

tion probabilities describes the relationship of cells in terms of differential abundance between
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phenotypes. After obtained the list of Differential Abundance sub-population, differential ex-

pression analysis is performed for cell-type identification. For a more computational efficient

DEA, selecting a subset of the most representative genes that captures a majority of the vari-

ation within the sub-sample is often performed to shrink the matrix dimension. The author

applied the feature selection method based on stochastic gates to obtain the minimum charac-

teristic genes that differentiate the DA subpopulation. However, a method like DA-Seq that

is based on the separability in projection space is sensitive to technical noise and sequencing

depth. Additionally, intra-condition heterogeneity due to patient-specific confounding factors

are not normalized in the DA-Seq, and, due to cost efficiency, the current scRNA-Seq experi-

ments often lack biological replicates that exacerbate this effect. Thus, due to the cohort and

sample difference, although the cells are separable in gene expression and modified DA space,

they might not represent the true biological meaningful difference between conditions.
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Chapter 2

Data, Methods, and Result

2.1 Introduction

In this paper, we introduce scDiffPop, a robust statistical model for identifying the differen-

tial abundant cell types between two biological conditions. We will first describe the technical

details of scDiffPop algorithm. We will compare its prediction accuracy with Augur and vali-

date its efficacy on several scRNA-Seq datasets. We apply Augur and scDiffPop to the dataset

of matched blood and tumor single-cell data and check if the obtained differential abundant

cell types match the known knowledge. We then demonstrate the scalability of scDiffPop by

applying the method on a large mouse embryo dataset with 2 million cells from different devel-

opmental stages for a negative test. After acquired confidence in accuracy and efficiency, we

will apply scDiffPop on ICB and COVID-19 PBMC datasets to identify the cell types that are

mostly affected by the biological conditions.

scDiffPop is designed to solve two problems of scRNA-seq data: 1) the method-inherited

small sample size and 2) the amplified patient specific bias, which are not well handled in the

existed methods. Many published papers are using the cell number fraction to determine dif-
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ferential abundance significance. However, the cell fraction method collapse a huge amount of

single cell information into just the fraction on patient-level leading to weak statistical power.

Thus, we want to leverage the cell-level information into the model to gain stronger power for

determining the differentially abundant cell types. To overcome the limited subtype population,

scDiffPop builds a hierarchical tree that summarizes the gene-expression similarity and rela-

tionships between cell types. By combining several cell types into metapopulation, we could

perform differential gene expression analysis on the metapopulation and gain higher statistical

power. On the other hand, to solve the sample-specific difference, scDiffPop performs a robust

permutation test on a patient-level psuedobulk to determine if the biomarkers of the given cell

subpopulation are significantly overexpressed in either of the two phenotypes.

2.2 Results

2.2.1 Overview of scDiffPop Algorithm

We believe that if a cell population is differentially abundant between two conditions, then

the meta-population containing the cell population will be molecularly different, which can be

identified by DE analysis. Starting with outlining the important steps of the scDiffPop algo-

rithm, I will explain what is expected from each step and how these statistical methods solve

scRNA-Seq analysis challenges. A more detailed description can be found in the material and

method section. Figure 2.1 A a graphical flowchart, could provide some intuitive understanding

of our algorithm. First of all, scDiffPop requires scRNA-Seq data from two distinct biologi-

cal conditions with clear annotation. For example, in Figure 2.1, based on the tissue type, the

datasets are divided into cells from blood and from matched tumor samples with proper cell-

type annotated. When the cell type annotation is too broad or unavailable, we assign the cells
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Figure 2.1: A: scDiffPop algorithm starting with the scRNA-Seq of two conditions with anno-

tation. B: applying the scDiffPop on the matched blood/tumor sample of four patients. B is

the pie chart where red denoted the cell portion from the tumor and blue denoted cells from the

blood sample. The star (*) is the significance, one star is one order magnitude (e.g. ** is less

than FDR<=0.01). C: Gene marker plot with marker strength on the x-axis and Wald statistic

on the y-axis.

into clusters and combine the reference-based label transfer method with the well-known gene

marker expression analysis to provide the most accurate annotation. This method integrated

the idea behind the previously mentioned SingleR and scMatch with manual adjustment (refer

to method session) for an accurate label prediction that provides a hierarchical relationship that

makes biological sense. Once the cells are properly labeled, scDiffPop is going to generate a

cluster tree that delineates the hierarchical relationship of all subpopulations based on the Eu-

clidian distance in gene expression space. The relationship tree is built from a binary divisive

clustering algorithm, where all cell subpopulations are initially collected to the same group and
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recursively split into smaller sections based on expression profiles so that the constructed tree

has all annotation on the leaves. We also provide the flexibility for users dealing with unusual

samples or have specific modifications on expression profile to input customized tree (e.g.,

Supplement Figure 3.1).However, we would recommend using the generated tree if annotation

is not reliable or if the one cell-type is a mixture of multiple subpopulations. Our method is

constructed based on the euclidean distance between every cell types, therefore, could better

capture the real between cell-type relationships. Shown in Figure 2.1B is the cluster tree for

the blood/tumor dataset comprised of leukocytes that could accurately represent the distance

among different immune subtypes. The cells are firstly branched into lymphocytes and myeloid

cells and keep dividing into finer classes until all cell types are assigned to the leaves. After con-

structed the cluster tree, scDiffPop proceeds to the most crucial differential expression analysis

step. scDiffPop performs DEA on each node of the tree based on the expression of the marker

gene. We expected to observe more significantly differentially expressed biomarkers of the cell

type that shows different abundance between the two conditions. We used the widely accepted

DESeq2 [81] on a sample-level pseudo-bulk to avoid inter-cell variation-related confounding

factors. DESeq2 is going to generate a list of genes with associated Wald, and BH adjusted

statistics explaining in which phenotype and how significant the gene differentially expressed.

scDiffPop then takes the fold change weighted Wald statistics to determine the most definitive

gene markers of each sub-population. By checking the marker gene expression in different

conditions, scDiffPop determines the abundance difference. Figure 2.1C is a plot with the y-

axis being the phenotypes and the Wald statistics on the x-axis. From this plot of Wald statistic

of 10 marker genes of the lymphocyte population, we observed that most of the markers are

overexpressed in the responders. Moreover, since the Wald weighted average does not convey

parametric meaning, we performed a robust permutation test to assess the statistical signifi-
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cance. A permutation test is a statistical significance test that randomly shuffles the labels to

calculate all possible values of the test statistic. By default, scDiffPop will perform 250 permu-

tations to calculate the p-value, which is adjusted for multiple testing through false discovery

rate (FDR) [82]. As a data exploratory tool, scDiffPop provides freedom on picking visualiza-

tion methods that best serve the users’ research interests. Users could choose the tree depth

and coloring scheme for pie tree and gradience tree to show the significance of differential

abundance.

2.2.2 scDiffPop Outperforms Augur in the Matched Blood-Tumor scRNA

datasets

As previously introduced, Augur determines differential abundance by looking at the separa-

bility of cell types between conditions. To compare with Augur, we applied both methods

on a scRNA-seq dataset from Yuen et al.[2] containing 25459 leukocytes from four matched

blood and tumor samples. scDiffPop identified five cell types that are significantly enriched

(indicate by the *) in tumor samples: the M1 macrophage (FDR <0.1), the M2 macrophage

(FDR <0.001), the conventional Dendritic Cell (cDC) (FDR <0.001), and the myofibroblast

(FDR <0.001) (Figure 2.2B). It also shows that the Th17 and CD8 effector memory T (CD8

Tem) metapopulation is enriched in the blood samples with a significance of FDR less than

0.1. Our finding could be confirmed by other studies and are biologically accurate. For ex-

ample, macrophages are tissue-resident cells that are normally rare in blood. In particular,

M2 macrophages inducing immune suppression for wound healing could promote tumor pro-

gression[83]. Expressing a higher level of CCL3, tumor cells could recruit pre-cDCs from

the bloodstream which are activated and proliferate at the tumor site to form tumor-associated

cDCs with a lower level of CD11 and MHC class II expression [84]. Myofibroblasts are proven
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to promote epithelial tumor evolution by mediating the epithelial-mesenchymal crosstalk [85].

Thus, it is not surprising to see these five subpopulations overexpressed in the tumor sam-

ples. Although Th17 cells can be found in some tumor samples and promote tumor growth,

its enrichment depends on the tumor type, malignancy, and therapeutic intervention[86]. Thus,

although showing significance on its metapopulation level, scDiffPop successfully managed

the difference between tumor types and generated a conservative conclusion on the Th17 abun-

dance with no significance on the specific subpopulation.

We then compared our result with Augur’s prediction. Since Augur assumes the cell types

that could be clearly classed into either condition are the differentially abundant populations,

it reports the populations with AUC closer to 1 as thoes differ the most between two condi-

tions. When applying Augur to the same dataset, only three differential abundant cell types are

Figure 2.2: Augur and scDiffPop comparison on the blood/tumor matched sample. To

compare the AUC with FDR, we take the negative log 10 on FDR (e.g -log10FDR =1, FDR=

0.1). The green bar is the significance obtained from the original dataset, and the blue bar is

the statistics obtained on a randomly labeled dataset as a negative test. A is Augur performance

and the closer to 1 the more significant. B is scDiffPop significance: ones above the red dotted

line (FDR<0.1) are considered differential abundant cell-types.
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identified: the M2 macrophage (AUC = 0.89), Th 17 (AUC = 0.81), and CD8+ T cells (AUC

=0.75) (Figure 2.2A). Since Augur trains the random forest classifier using cross-validation, it

fails to obtain accurate features of the subpopulation with very low cell counts and could not

generate a reliable prediction. This explains why cDC and myofibroblasts were not shown in

its prediction. However, Augur found significance in cell types other than those reported by

scDiffPop, such as the T cell populations. We then implemented DA-Seq for confirmation.

DA-Seq found a similar population as scDiffPop and could not verify the significance of the T

cell population proposed by Augur. Thus, we concluded that scDiffPop, a very robust and con-

servative tool, can successfully identify the differential abundant cell types between conditions

and outperforms Augur on the small cluster analysis.

As mentioned in the introduction, patient-specific random effect could contribute to false

separability in gene expression space that does not have biological meaning. Thus, to test if this

bias is truly involved in Augur and whether scDiffPop could mitigate it, we performed the test

on the previous ICB data and swapped the label of two randomly picked samples from each

condition (mixed experiment). If the model captures the real difference between conditions,

we expected to see no differentially abundant cell-types when some samples are mislabeled for

there are only four matching samples, and after switching labels, the distance between blood

and tumor samples is diminished. However, we observed in Figure 2.2A that although the

general AUC value decreases, among the top four ranked cell types from Augur prediction,

two of them (CD4 T naïve and CD 8 T effector) reported AUC scores from mixed data similar

to the results generated from original data. In addition, the AUC for Th17 was even higher

when trained with a mislabeled dataset. This indicated that the classifier performance did not

necessarily reflect the biological difference between conditions, and its prediction is influenced

by patient-specific effects. On the other hand, the FDR values of the cell-types based on the
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mislabeled data were all far below the cutoff of 0.1 in the scDiffPop result (Figure 2.2B). Con-

trary to the Augur results, the top-ranked cell-types on the scDiffPop list are only significant

in the properly labeled dataset, but this significance vanishes when the difference is mitigated

by the two mislabeled samples. Thus, we can conclude that highly depending on the train-

ing dataset, Augur prediction is swung by sample quality and could not properly handle the

sample specificity. However, by performing a simple permutation test, scDiffPop controls for

the confounding sample-specific effects and returns robust predictions that represent the real

differential abundant cell types between two biological conditions.

2.2.3 scDiffPop Performs Efficiently and Accurately on Larger Dataset

Figure 2.3: Apply scDiffPop on the MOCA[7] dataset. From the enriched cell types of both

early and late stage, we can see the process of CNS development, hematopoesis and organo-

genesis.

To test the scalability of scDiffPop, we applied it to the Mouse Organogenesis Cell Atlas
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(MOCA)[7]. MOCA proposed by Cao et al. contains scRNA-seq data of 2 million cells de-

rived from 61 mouse embryos at various stages of development between 9.5 and 13.5 days of

gestation (E9.5, E10.5, E11.5, E12.5, E13.5). This dataset has 37 distinct cell types identified

and annotated. We manually divided the dataset into early-stage (including E9.5-E11.5) and

late-stage (E12.5 and E13.5). This division is based on the pseudotime trajectory of the gene

expression profiles on the pseudobulk of mouse embryos from different stages. We performed

scDiffPop based on the previous setting on the MOCA dataset. Because of the large size and

fine annotation, the extensive gradient plot (Figure 2.6) is attached to the end of this section.

Figure 2.3 summarizes the finding from the hierarchical tree plot. We can see that scDiffPop

reports multiple differentially abundant cell-types between the early and late developmental

stages. Among the 37 annotated populations, 25 of them are significantly different with FDR

<0.01. The primitive euthyroid lineage, neural tube, and early mesenchyme are the most en-

riched cell types in the early stage of development, whereas granule neuron, inhibitory neuron,

excitatory neuron, connective tissue progenitor, and osteoblasts are most abundant in late-stage

pseudobulk. Comparing the list of cell types, we could observe many cell types enriched in

the early development stage are actually the precursor or preliminary state of the differential

subpopulations abundant in the late stage. For example, the highly enriched primitive erythroid

cells in the early stage are the precursors of definitive erythroid cells that mature in the extravas-

cular space and supersede the primitive cells along development[87]. Moreover, a clear neuron

development is also clearly described from the cell-type abundance that the neural progenitor

cell and neural tube are found in the early-stage whereas the more specialized granule neuron

and the excitatory neurons are enriched in the late stage. To take a closer look, we found that the

metapopulation node 20 branches out to hematopoiesis and CNS organogenesis-related cells.

These two processes are known to happen at the early stage of development[88] [89]. More-
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over, the analysis of scDiffPop on the huge dataset is fairly computational efficient that takes

around half an hour (may vary with the computational power of the device). Thus, it is fair

to say that scDiffPop could efficiently generate a hierarchical gradient tree that captures the

relationship among cell-types and propose the truly differentially abundance subpopulations.

Moreover, we also used the same dataset for the negative control test, where we took the

development stage with most cells (E10.5) and randomly assign the cells to the two groups

with similar sizes. Since these two conditions are arbitrarily assigned with no biological differ-

ence, we expected to see no significance. Although there is no meaningful biological relevant

difference, the variations introduced by the sample-specific factors and batch effect could still

lead to false-positive significance. However, scDiffPop returns no enriched population with all

FDR above 0.78, which proves the scDiffPop’s capability of removing effects from these con-

founding factors. Then, we introduced intra-condition variations by randomly label cells from

the entire MOCA dataset without any information from the predefined developmental stage.

Because of the unevenness of each stage, we would still expect to see some difference. Indeed,

scDiffPop reports 9 differential cell-types with FDR less than 0.1. However, the effect sizes of

these 9 populations are on average 1.2, which is much smaller than that on the actual dataset

with an effect size of 10.39. From both the true negative test and the randomly assigned test,

we were more confident that our finding within the original dataset has a large effect size and

significance is biologically relevant.

2.2.4 scDiffPop Identified the NK cells, Naïve CD4 T cells and Effector

Memory T cells to be Enriched in ICB Responders

After validating scDiffPop on both datasets, we proceed to apply this method to find interest-

ing biological differences on the COVID-19 and ICB datasets. First, we adopt the PBMC data
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from the immune checkpoint blockade trial (ICB) containing 26609 cells from 10 patients on

α−PD1 immunotherapy[2]. This dataset is comprised of comparable number of cells from re-

sponder and non-responder, and half of the patients are responder and half are non-responders.

Figure 2.4: Applying scDiffPop to immune checkpoint blockade data from Yuen et al.[2].

Consisting of 26609 cells from 10 patients treated with α-PD-1 immunotherapy, the dataset

has half responder and half non-responders. The dataset is properly annotated. A: UMAP plots

of the responder and non-responder with 7 cell-types annotated. B: The gradience tree gen-

erated from scDiffPop summarized the relationship between cell types and how enriched each

subpopulation is between two conditions. The red represents enrichment in non-responder, and

the green represents enrichment in responder, and the color gradience shows the significance.

The UMAP plot in Figure 2.4A allows us to check if the annotation is validated. We can see

that the monocytes, B cells, and other lymphocytes are all clustered together with the proper

between cluster difference. Since scDiffPop depends heavily on the annotation accuracy, we

could trust our prediction only after we validated the annotation. scDiffPop identified 6 signif-

icantly different populations, and among them, RUNX3+ NK cells, CXCR4- NK cells, naïve

CD4 T cells, Effector Memory T cells, and B cells are significantly enriched in responders,
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whereas monocytes are abundant in the non-responder. Since CD8 T cells are the primary

effectors in conveying anti-tumor immunity, we would expect to see a significant enrichment

of this population in the responders. However, although CD 8 T cells are potent in inducing

tumor death, it is more responsive to anti-CTLA-4 immunotherapy. For anti-PD1 therapy, NK

cells are more directly related to patients’ response[90], which is captured by scDiffPop in the

responder population. CXCR4 expression level on NK cells and T cells vary according to the

maturation and differentiation stage [91]. The higher CXCR4 expression on NK cells indicates

more cells homing to bone marrow compartment. Therefore, high portion of CXCR4+NK cells

is associated with less NK infiltration in the tumor which lead to poor prognosis[92]. Thus, it

is expected to see the enrichment of CXCR4- NK cells in responders. The significance of

RUNX3+ NK cell abundance in responders can also be confirmed by recent studies. RUNX3

is a marker for matured NK cells[93]. Highly expressed in tumor infiltrating NK cells and

cytotoxic lymphocytes, RUNX3 is important for immune cell activation and proliferation[94].

In addition to priming CD8 T cells, Naïve CD4 T cells could generate anti-tumor immunity di-

rectly. Moreover, CD4 T cells are the major cell-types that induce immunity aginst self-derived

epitopes[34]. Similarly, multiple studies indicate that memory T cells, including effector mem-

ory, central memory and stem memory T cells, are directly related to persistent anti-tumor

immunity[95]. Thus, the enriched cell-types in responders meet our expectations and can be

confirmed by published studies. The enrichment of monocyte in non-responders also makes

biological sense. Although monocyte population is very heterogeneous composed of many

subtypes, in general, the lower the monocyte within blood proportion indicates better response

to immunotherapy[96]. Since the Yuen et al. dataset is composed of samples from PBMC of

melanoma, there is less sample-associated confounding factors. In most scenarios, ICB data

analysis is going to be challenging because the samples are oftentimes mixture of tumor from
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multiple organs, that poses difficulty to both annotation and integration. The tissue-difference

would also compromise statistical power when conduct DE. Thus, further modification of scD-

iffPop is needed for future ICB analysis.

2.2.5 Application to PBMCs from COVID-19 patients

Finally, we applied scDiffPop to the timely research on COVID-19. First, we obtained the

dataset from Wilk et al.[8] with PBMC data of 7 patients hospitalized with COVID-19 and 6

healthy donors. Based on the publicly available Seurat object with proper annotation and ad-

justed normalized counts, we directly applied scDiffPop and created the gradient tree (Figure

2.5A). Before zooming into cell-types, we first assessed the hierarchical tree structure, and we

found that the tree could generally describe the relationship between cells in PBMC, but it fails

for some cell-types. For example, we expected to see CD8 effector T (CD8eff T) be similar to

the other T cells, but it branched out two levels earlier than the CD8m T cells. More impor-

tantly, there is a decent portion of cells labeled red blood cells (RBCs), which is inaccurate.

Since the majority of RBCs lack a nucleus and do not express typical transcriptomes, we would

expect a smaller portion. Even there exist nucleated red blood cells, it is also rare. Therefore, it

would be reasonable to assume that the inaccurate annotations might account for the wrongly

assigned relationship. Given that the majority of the tree overlaps with expectation, we could

still trust the differential abundance. As shown in Figure 2.5B, scDiffPop recognized 7 differ-

ential abundance cell types between patients hospitalized with COVID-19 and healthy donors.

CD14+ monocytes, granulocytes, CD8+ effector T cells, and plasma B cells are identified as

enriched with FDR less than 0.05 in COVID-19 patients. Especially, the metapopulation node

18 comprised of the class-switched plasma B cell is significantly differentially abundant in the

hospitalized COVID patients, whereas the subpopulation annotated as “B cell” shows no sig-
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Figure 2.5: A: scDiffPop generated gradient tree represents the differences in PBMCs between

healthy controls and patients hospitalized with COVID-19 from Wilk et al.[8]. A. The cluster

tree inferred by scDiffPop could capture the between cell type relationship, and its prediction

can be confirmed by other studies. B: γδT cells (below node 14) are significantly enriched in

healthy controls. After a literature search, we analyzed the γδ T cell subtypes by Plotting the

expression of TRGV9. TRGV9 is a biomarker of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells which were predicted to

serve a protective role against the virus causing the 2003 SARS epidemic[].
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nificance. This differential distribution of B cell sub-population between the two conditions

could serve as a diagnostic target. Sosa-Hernandez et. al.[97] confirmed this finding states that

the frequency of antibody-secreting B cells increases accordingly with symptom severity. They

further proposed that other B cell subsets such as the transitional B cells and memory B cells

decrease in server patients compares to mild patients with mild symptoms, which indicates

that with more detailed annotation for the “B cell” cluster, we might see some significance.

Another exciting observation from the gradience tree is that the T cell population is generally

enriched in the samples from healthy donors. Among the T cell subsets, γδ T cells are found

to be significantly abundant in healthy controls with FDR less than 0.05. This finding overlaps

with a recent study which is also conducted using PBMC data from 18 healthy and 38 COVID-

19 patients, suggesting that γδ T cells are more abundant in healthy controls and overexpress

CD4 upon activation[98]. A study of the SARS-CoV infection during 2003 shows that people

who survived this disease shows a population expansion of effector memory V γ9V δ2 T, which

is not found in the more common αβ T cell population[9]. Moreover, the expansion of the

V γ9V δ2 T cell population shows its protective role against SARS-CoV infection by inducing

IFN-dependent anti-SARS-CoV response and involving in the direct infected-cell killing pro-

cess. Since the virus causing the outbreak in 2003 belongs to the same class as SARS-CoV2,

scientists had emphasized on investigating if γδ T also contributes to anti-COVID-19 immu-

nity. scDiffPop reports T cell receptor gamma variable (TRGV9) as a marker for the if γδ T

population. TRGV9 is the gamma chain of V γ9V δ2 T cells. As shown on the feature plot of

TRGV9, we could see that there are more cells expressing TRGV9 in healthy controls com-

pares to the cells from the COVID-19 samples (Figure 2.5B). Rijkers et al. show that at the time

of hospitalization, most of the patients shows less V γ9V δ2 T cell compares to healthy controls

[99]. However, comparing with the general T cell population that has only 8% of the cells
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responding, 26% of the V γ9V δ2 T cell population proliferates and differentiate into effector

state after 2 weeks of hospitalization, which indicates Vγ9Vδ2 T cells are most responsive and

essential in controlling SARS-CoV2 infection. However, it seems our finding only captures the

initially hospitalized state but not represents the recovery situation. Thus, after looking into

patients’ metadata, we found that among the 7 hospitalized patients, 3 of them requires ventila-

tors, 3 of them did not, and 1 patient does not have a related record. We then applied scDiffPop

on the “ventilated” and “non-ventilated” conditions and obtained a few T cell subsets relatively

differentially abundant in non-ventilated patients, such as γδ T cells. This finding could come

from the conservative property of scDiffPop, but it could also reflect the homogeneity of the

COVID-19 patients for all of these patients are hospitalized less or equal to 10 days, and none

of them showed recovery signs.

2.3 Discussion

scDiffPop can extract biologically relevant differential abundant cell types from scRNAseq

datasets while controlling for patient specific effects. On the dataset comprised of matched

tumor and PBMC samples from four patients, scDiffPop could generate an accurate hierarchi-

cal tree to describe the relationships among cell types and report cell types reflecting actual

tissue specificity. Moreover, when we randomly shuffled the sample labels of two patients,

scDiffPop passed the negative test and identified no cell population is significantly enriched.

In comparison with currently available tools that serve the same purpose, we apply both Augur

and scDiffPop on this dataset. Although both augur and scDiffPop are able to extract cell sub-

populations that are tissue-specific, Augur shows lower statistical power and could not identify

the differentially abundant cell-types that have a small sample size. Moreover, when randomly

assign the labels of two patients, Augur reports similar or higher AUC as they predicted for
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Figure 2.6: The cluster tree generated by scDiffPop to quantify differences in cell populations

between mouse embryos at early and late developmental stages. The red represents enrichment

in the early stage, and the green represents enrichment in the late stage.
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the actual dataset. Thus,the performance of the Augur classifier is affected by sample-specific

factors, and the separability might not represent the real biological difference.

To test the scalability, we perform scDiffPop on the MOCA dataset with 2 million cells.

When dividing the cells based on development stages, scDiffPop was able to find the signature

cell types of different stages to be significantly differentially abundant. When applying scDiff-

Pop to cells from the same stage that are arbitrarily assigned to two groups, no cell population

is reported to be significantly different. This test shows that well-controlled on sample-specific

effects, scDiffPop could differentiate the real and false-positive abundance. The hierarchical

tree generated by scDiffPop based on the annotation and gene profile could reflect biological

relevance, and the differential abundance analysis on the metapopulation node could handle

cell-type with a limited number of cells. Moreover, scDiffPop is very scalable to the datasets

with a large number of cells, for the run time of scDiffPop is only associated with the number

of cell types included in the annotation, the number of samples, and the number of genes in the

library. Since it performs differential expression analysis on a sample pseudobulk level on each

node, the cell type that determines the tree depth and size and the number of samples would

influence how many DEA steps are required. Although the permutation test takes a longer time

than the parametric test, scDiffPop can be run in a parallelized way to solve the lag. It takes

scDiffPop fifteen minutes to run on a small dataset such as blood/tumor sample with 12 cell-

types and three hours on a large dataset such as the MOCA dataset with 37 cell-types (on 64

CPUs with 300 GB).

Then, we want to use scDiffPop to explore biological problems and applied it to COVID19

data and ICB datasets. We find that the abundant differential cell-types overlap with the current

understanding of COVID-19, which gives us confidence in our model and result. By taking

a closer look, we find γδ T cell over-expressed in healthy donors is most interesting. This
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finding echos the precious knowledge about Vγ9Vδ2 T cell showing a protective role against

SARS-CoV in 2003. Thus, we further checked the marker gene of γδ T cell population and

confirmed that Vγ9Vδ2 T cells are the dominantly different population that contributes to γδ

T cell differentiation. To proceed with investigating how V γ 9Vδ2 T cells serve as a protective

barrier against SARS-CoV-2, we applied the method to larger COVID-19 patients and checked

whether we could see other γδ T cell sub-types enriched in different disease stage and recovery

stage.

2.4 Methods

2.4.1 Data Pre-processing

When analyzing the publicly available data, using the already processed dataset with annota-

tion confirmed by flow cytometry is preferred. If performed on the original dataset, careful

sequencing and alignment quality control are required to obtain the gene expression profile.

After acquired the expression counts matrix, sample barcode, and features list, we recommend

using the R package Seurat[100] and SeuratDisk[101] . We follow the commonly applied

processing pipeline for scRNA-Seq data pre-processing. Before creating Seurat objects, we

filtered out features expressed less than 3 cells and cells with high mitochondrial gene portion.

After creating the Seurat object, we normalize and scale the data and perform the PCA on 2000

variable features. Then we use Harmony to correct PC scores for multiple experimental and

biological confounding factors[102] . We then run UMAP on the corrected PCA projection and

use the DimPlot function to plot the UMAP for annotation accuracy check.

Since an accurate annotation is essential for scDiffPop performance, we perform care-

ful annotation before scDiffPop application. We use the scRNA-Seq PBMC dataset[103] with
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92,000 of 10 cell types properly annotated as the reference dataset and use the method devel-

oped in the Seurat v3 integration a label-transferring to generate rough annotation first[72] .

Based on the primary annotation, we then create a hierarchical tree and UMAP to confirms the

annotation. Once we have confidence about the original annotation, we then check the anno-

tation proportion within UMAP-clusters. If one cluster has over 70% cell population of one

predicted-annotation, we directly give these clusters the corresponding cell-types. For those

mixture clusters, we plot the marker genes for each subtype using the FeaturePlot function (Ta-

ble 1). We also use the FindMarkers function to obtain a list of differentially expressed genes

and compares it with the gene profile of each cell-type provided by Human Cell Atalas[104] .

Integrating all the cell markers information, we are then able to make a more confident annota-

tion to the mixture cluster.

2.4.2 Building a cluster tree

We constructed the cluster tree using divisive clustering. We first assign all cell-types to the

same meta-population and recursively split the large group into smaller binary subpopulations.

The algorithm keeps the recursive step until all cell annotations are assigned to the leave of

the cluster tree. The following procedure is used to split a group of k ≥ 2 cell types into two

subgroups: 1. Use harmonization method to normalize the expression matrix for all cells in the

metagroup and perform principal component analysis (PCA) on the normalized matrix. Keep

the top 50 PC scores. 2. For 1≤ i ≤ k, define ȳi ∈ R50 to be the average PC score for cell type

i. 3. Perform 2-means clustering on ȳ1, ȳ2, . . . , ȳk. The cell type to cluster assignment generates

the two distinct subgroups.

The third step implies that our current tree is binary. However, this binary tree is not prac-

tical for large and complex datasets. Thus, we also provide flexibility for cluster trees with
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more nodes on the same level. Moreover, our method is heavily dependent on the PCA pro-

jection, which is inefficient on a large dataset. Thus, we sample 100 cells from each annotated

subgroup to perform Step1.

2.4.3 Differential expression analysis

At sample-level pseudobulk, we performed the differential expression analysis at each metapop-

ulation in the cluster tree denoted as T. Since the Annotated cell types will always be on the

leaf nodes in the cluster tree, we define the cell population at an internal node v ∈T as the

leaves in the tree rooted at v. To begin with, we use the FindMarker function from Seurat to

identify the marker genes of the cell population. By default, we are going to keep the top N

= 25 overexpressed genes with positive LFC an padj <0.01. We then compute the average of

the Log2-fold-change value of these 25 marker genes denoted as xi . The strength of marker

i is calculated by S(xi) =
xi

Max1< j<Nx j
, where the denominator is the maximum value of the 25

log2-fold-change average. In other words, the strength of each marker is defined as the fraction

of LFC of that marker to the aptitude of the LFC of all markers so that the top marker always

has a strength score of 1.

As noted, we first need to find the sample-level pseudobulk to proceed for differential

expression analysis. We add up the counts from all cells labeled with the same sample to

obtain the number of reads for each gene in the sample-pseudobulk. The acquired count matrix

has rows of genes and columns of samples in the experiment.

We then apply DESeq2 for differential expression analysis on the pseudobulk count ma-

trix. Although the only important genes we are looking at in further analysis are the differ-

entially expressed marker genes, since DESeq2 would apply partial pooling to shrink sample

difference, all genes must be kept. DESeq2 returns a Wald statistic to quantify the differen-
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tial expression strength of each gene. Let ti be the Wald statistic for i-th marker of one cell

population. Then the test statistic for this sample from scDiffPop can be written as

1
N ∑ i = 1NtiS(xi) (2.1)

If the scDiffPop statistics is large in magnitude, we state that this associated cell subpopulation

is overexpressed in one of the two conditions, and the sign of 2.1 determines which condition

this cell-type is enriched in.

Then, we compute the probability of observing a more extreme value than the scDiffPop

statistic under the null hypothesis that sample labels are randomly assigned among the cell type.

However, since the Wald statistics of marker genes are dependent on each other, the scDiffPop

statistics are not parametrically interpretable. Thus, we applied the permutation test for p-

value estimation. In this test, we would be able to randomly assign the label of two conditions

and obtain the test statistic by calculating all possible label arrangements of observation under

the null hypothesis. Let tactual be the actual test statistic and let t1, t2, . . . , tp be P simulated

test statistics obtained by recomputing the scDiffPop statistic using permutation test, where by

default, we simulate n = 250 iterations. Let P′ = |ti : |ti|> |tactual|| be the number of simulated

test statistics that are more extreme than tactual . As shown on the paper published by Phipson

and Smyth in 201070 , P′
P is an unbiased estimator for p value, but does not control for type I

error. Thus, we use the following formula estimator:

P′+1
N +1

(2.2)

This modified estimator for p-value correctly controls for the type I error rate. Since by de-

fault 250 iterations of permutations are performed, P is a vector of length 250. However, we

encourage more permutation iterations for a better estimation. Also, since our estimation is

based on multiple cell types and multiple marker genes, we would need to further adjust the p
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value for multiple testing use the Benjamini-Hochberg (BH adjusted p-value)[82] which is also

known as the False discovery rate (FDR). We set the threshold of 0.05, so that cell populations

showing FDR less than the cutoff are significantly enriched.

2.4.4 Visualizing the results

We utilize the CRAN packages igraph[105] and ggraph[106] to plot the gradient and pie cluster

tree. Let mi denote the size of the cell population corresponding to node i, then the node size is

proportional to log2(mi)
log2(m) , where m is the total number of cells sequenced.

2.4.5 Installing scDiffPop

Although the scDiffPop is still under development, we have an available version on Github:

https://github.com/phillipnicol/scDiffPop One can install this to R using the devtool command:

devtools::install_github("phillipnicol/scDiffPop")
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Chapter 3

Discussion and Perspective

3.1 Discussion

In this paper, we provide a powerful yet straightforward tool for integrative scRNA-Seq analysis

called scDiffPop. This method is based on a robust statistical model for differential abundance

analysis. The current method on identifying the abundant cell-types determines the statistical

significance by comparing cell proportion difference on sample-level. Since this method ig-

nored the cell-level information, it does not have strong statistical power. Our method aims to

utilize more cell-level information to solve two challenges in RNA-Seq analysis:1) the small

sample size of some cell type compromises statistical power, and 2) sample specific-factors

(such as sex and age) would confound finding. To solve the first issue, we use the gene-

expression data to generate a cluster tree to delineate the relationship among annotated cell

populations and perform analysis on the metapopulation instead to gain significance. To mit-

igate the sample specificity, we conduct differential expression analysis on patient-level and

conduct an n=250 permutation test to validate the statistics’ significance. Moreover, compares

to other published methods such as Augur that determine the significance based on separabil-
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ity, scDiffPop implement the well-accepted DESeq2 as the foundation to find the differentially

expressed gene markers, which allows correction for batch effect by passing a design matrix

parameter into the DESeq function.

To validate the accuracy and efficiency of scDiffPop, we applied both Augur and scD-

iffPop on the matching tumor/blood sample from four patients. Although both Augur and

scDiffPop could find significantly enriched cell types and the majority overlaps, they report

drastically different results for the mixed model. In the mixed experiment with the label of

the cells from two patients swapped, we expect to see no significant difference for the miss-

labeling significantly diminished the biological difference between the tumor and blood tissue

specificity. However, Augur shows similar or higher significance comparing to the prediction

from training on the original dataset. On the other hand, scDiffPop shows no significant pop-

ulation in the mixed experiment. Thus, from the semi-simulated negative test, we conclude

that the classifier trained by Augur capturing the sample-specific factors failed to extract the

real biological relevance from background noise. scDiffPop shows robustness against these

confounding effects and provides many reliable predictions.

While applying scDiffPop to the MOCA dataset with 2 million cells, we demonstrate

the scalability of scDiffPop. Independent of how many cells are sequenced, the running time

of scDiffPop is associated with how many cell-types, feature numbers, and sample numbers.

Moreover, to run a large dataset more efficiently, scDiffPop only takes 100 cells from each

celltype for gene marker identification. After applied scDiffPop to MOCA dataset, we iden-

tified 25 cell populations being significant. We found the cell subpopulations enriched in the

early stage are related to early central nerve system (CNS) development and hematopoiesis.

Then, we perform a negative test on the cells from the same developmental stage. As expected,

scDiffPop reports no cell type being significant. Moreover, we conducted the mixed labeling
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test on the MOCA dataset and observed that although Augur and scDiffPop report overlap-

ping cell-type list, Augur shows significance for many cell-types (Cholinergic neurons, stromal

cells, excitation neurons, etc.) under the miss-labeled situation, whereas scDiffPop, once again,

identified no significantly enriched subpopulation (Supplement 2). Another interesting finding

from this additional test is that the Augur predicts the cell types with much lower significance

for the original dataset. Thus, many cell populations that are not identified by Augur could be

captured by scDiffPop with much higher significance.

This method is particularly designed to identify cell populations that differ between two

conditions. We applied the method to the COVID-19 dataset and ICB datasets. From the differ-

ential abundant cell populations enriched in the healthy donor comparing with the hospitalized

patients, we are particularly interested in the γδT cells. The γδT cells were identified as play-

ing a protective role against SARS-CoV infection in the 2003 outbreak. After sub-setting the

γT cells based on the T cell receptor isoforms, we find the significance of the γδT cell popu-

lation is mainly coming from the Vγ9Vδ2 T cell subset. This subpopulation is also identified

to be essential to anti-COVID infection and expanded after COVID-19 infection. However,

since patients of our dataset were hospitalized less than 2 weeks and did not show recovery, the

expansion is not shown in our analysis.

The application of scDiffPop to the ICB dataset is challenging. Although scDiffPop was

able to provide enriched cell types that are known to be essential for anti-PD-1 immunotherapy

response, such as the NK and CD68- monocyte. The enrichment in the non-responder condition

looks counterintuitive. For example, dendritic cell-mediated antigen presentation and T cell

activation that has been used as responsive markers are enriched in non-responders. These

wrongly predicted cell types are probably because of the large variation of the ICB dataset

(different tumor type), which indicates that our model still needs more control for this large
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between-sample variation.

scDiffPop is still in its developmental stage with many imperfections, but we have pro-

vided enough validation tests to show its power in this preliminary state. We believe it could be

a powerful tool for integrative analysis for scRNA-Seq analysis. Although scRNA-Seq has been

widely adopted for conditions comparison experiments, because of the technical noise, batch

effects, and sample specificity, researchers cannot perform analysis directly on the dataset.

Taking advantage of DESeq2, scDiffPop provides the flexibility to design a model to control

for batch effects and any other cohort-specific effects. Moreover, scDiffPop perform DEA on

the pooled metapopulation that circumvents Augur’s limitation on training classifier at small

subpopulation. Currently, we are attempting to perform integrative analysis on all publicly

available COVID-19 scRNA-seq datasets.

Extensive tests are still needed to validate scDiffPop in various settings. For example, it is

important to test the sensitivity of scDiffPop to variation of input parameters such as the number

of biomarkers used and the number of permutations used in p-value estimation.Extensive tests

with simulated or more detailed datasets are necessary so that we could better understand the

strengths and weaknesses of scDiffPop. Moreover, it is also important to provide more method

comparison to justify the efficiency and accuracy of scDiffPop. In this paper, we only include

the comparison test of scDiffPop to Augur, but as mentioned in the introduction, there are

many other available tools. Thus, we should include at least 3 other methods to conduct a

similar analysis.

Moreover, as mentioned previously, with the guidance from our current analysis, we are

still having a hard to give a self-contained conclusion. Thus, we need to acquire more COVID-

19 datasets with patients from different disease stages so that we could delineate the timely

trajectory of the immune cell populations. In that, we could capture which cell population
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is experiencing expansion at which disease stage. This study is going to be especially more

interesting on recovered patients since they could provide matched PBMC samples of all time.

By identifying the cell types associated with recovery, this analysis could provide valuable

guidance for advancing vaccine development during the global pandemic situation. We also

hypothesized that the lower Vγ9Vδ2 T cell frequency in the PBMC sample is because the

majority of the γδ T cells are recruited at the infected lung tissue site. Thus, we would need to

obtain matched PBMC and lung tissue samples to prove our hypothesis.

Since the scDiffPop is especially dependent on the annotation accuracy to deal with the

inaccurate annotation problem, we are planning on integrating the annotation method to provide

reannotated labels for tree construction. We are going to combine the label transfer method

adopted in our analysis to scDiffPop with freedom on manual adjustment. The annotation

method is based on the Seurat integration and labels transferring vignette, where Seurat object

from different datasets could be adjusted for batch effect and merged. Transferring the label

in the provided reference dataset, the method will find anchors and give annotation at the cell-

level. Based on the cell level annotation, we assign the UMAP-clusters with 70% cells labeled

with the same prediction as that cell-type. For the cluster with mixture labels, we plot the

marker gene dot plots for manual adjustment.

Moreover, the tree that we are using now is binary, which would compromise scDiffPop’s

ability to capture the real among cell relationship. Thus, we would expand our tree model to

more flexible structures. With the scaffold well established, we are trying to integrate cluster-

Profiler[107] for pathway analysis in each of the nodes. Furthermore, we are exploring a better

visualization strategy and give users the ability to adjust at what level of the hierarchical tree

they would like to plot.
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Supplementary Figures

Figure 3.1: Customized immune cell hierarchical tree.
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Figure 3.2: MOCA comparison test between scDiffPop and Augur
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